
FROM DECEMBER 30th 2019 TO JANUARY 2nd 2020

THEATER COCKTAIL
Arrival to an elegant hotel in a classical Villa. In the heart of Rome, this charming hotel is
unique among the historic residences — a discreet and intimate luxury villa – elegant and
refined drawing rooms furnished with genuine antiques, exclusive wellness center,
sumptuous rooms with every comfort.
Welcome cocktail at the Bistrot of an historical theater.
This theater, located in an enchanting corner of the Baroque Rome, create an exceptional
edifice composing of a library, a cafe, a video library/projection room and of course, an
auditorium.
After the cocktail, guests will attend a funny comedy with music of the famous Italian
singer-songwriter Giorgio Gaber. 
Overnight at the Villa.

SECOND DAY: THE NEW YEAR AMONG THE WONDERS OF ART AND BAROQUE MUSIC
Private walking tour of the Baroque Rome: we will start from the famous Piazza Navona,
dominated by the fountain of Quattro Fiumi, realized by Gian Lorenzo Bernini. Then we will
enter in the Pantheon, a roman temple transformed in a church, with its wonderful
hemispheric cupule and end at Palazzo Doria Panphilj, the triumph of art in the heart of
Rome.
Guided tour of the Doria Panphilj Gallery, the most prestigious private Art Gallery in Rome,
with Baroque music concert. The scintillating music of Roman Baroque is the star of this
extraordinary event. The sound of the Baroque music comes alive in the original instruments
from the period. The art Gallery hosts more than 400 paintings, from which are
masterpieces of Caravaggio, Raphael, Tiziano, Bernini, Velàzquez.
The multisensory experience concludes with a fabulous concert in the especially reserved
Hall.
New Year’s Party!
Exclusive party at an Historic Palace, set in the most beautiful point of view to admire the
fireworks of Rome and enjoy the midnight countdown while being a part of a unique
culinary experience and discovering an exceptional wine selection.
Overnight at the Villa.

THIRD DAY: BRUNCH AT THE CANOVA’S WORKSHOP
Brunch in a museum-in-a-restaurant, one of the greatest tourist bargains in the city. In
the heart of the old artists’ quarter, would remain an atelier for sculpture until 1967. Now
refurbished as a museum-atelier, it has café tables among its sculpture models and a refined
and elegant old-world feel: dark hardwood floors, wood-beamed ceilings, chandeliers and



mustard-yellow leather banquettes and chairs. Brunch will be served, from canapés to
cookies and pastries.
After the brunch, a pleasant & relaxing escorted walking tour to live the magical
atmosphere of the Eternal City during this period. Lighted streets, large Christmas trees
in the most beautiful squares and the famous streets as Via del Corso e Via dei Condotti full
of lights and Christmas decorations, that will make you breathe a unique atmosphere.
Overnight at the Villa.

FORTH DAY: DEPARTURE
Departure with private transfer (limousine service or deluxe buses) to the airport.
Assistance during check-in.

REQUEST YOUR PERSONALISED “NEW YEAR” PROGRAM


